Dear friends and colleagues,
Here it is again, on your screen! A new edition of our Gas Gas Weekly News, your direct line to everything that’s
happening with the Gas Gas brand.

Iván Contreras, Founder & CEO Torrot Group. VIDEO

And this time, this week, we start our Gas Gas Weekly News with one of the new Torrot Muvi. As all we know,
since the beginning of 2016, Gas Gas became part of Torrot Group. A large family that now grows up with the
successful birth of our new urban scooter.
After years of gestation and maturing in the heart of Torrot, the Muvi project has finally come out of the darkness
and into the light, coming to life in our factory in Salt, in Girona. And although we have known about all of the
virtues of this new electric scooter for some time now, -a new interconnected, smart urban scooter, destined to
conquer the streets of the emerging smart cities-, its presentation to the mass media and society in general was just

last week at the World Mobile Centre in Barcelona.

The event took place within the framework of the European Mobility Week, without a doubt the best stage to show
off the most advanced scooter of its generation thanks to its connectivity, its energy efficiency and its
groundbreaking smart solutions to urban transport.
The new Torrot Muvi is now a reality and we are proud of it. A scooter with a soul is sharing a factory with its offroad sisters from Gas Gas. A vehicle with a special karma which we all feel a part of after having helped make its
manufacture possible, and now with its successful sales and marketing.

It is a fact that the profound renovation at the beginning of the year in our installations in Salt, has made it possible
to increase and diversify motorcycle manufacture. And right now, our Torrot Muvi, Citysurfer and Kids, are an
extraordinary complement to the wide range of Gas Gas trial and enduro bikes, such as the TXT Racing series
(300/280/250/125cc), EC Racing (300/250cc), Contact (280/250cc) and eKids (E10/T10). The very best family
photo!
Production continues according to plans drawn up for the beginning of this campaign and now, in the immediate
future we are faced by wonderful new challenges. Our calendar has certain dates underlined with fluorescent
highlighter, the 11th to 13th November, are the dates for the Milan EICMA 2017. There will be even more new things
for you to discover at this show, but we are going to have to wait a bit before we reveal any more details. We are so
enthusiastic about the imminent addition to the Gas Gas family, a very similar sensation to that which we have been

experiencing with the recent launch of the new Muvi.

Now it’s time to change course and head off to Andorra and then on to the UK to thank the efforts of Jordi Pascuet
and Gas Gas UK for getting our products to the riders. In the case of the rider from the Seu d’Urgell, thanks for the
trial courses he is teaching at the Pascuet Off-Road Center. Although sometimes the courses are in different places,
as with one of the last ones he gave in Sant Julià de Lòria for the youngsters, the sporting base of trial.

And in the case of John Shirt, British importer of the brand, for the Gas Gas Trials Tests Days he organised at
Hawks Nest, together with the riders of the JST Gas Gas UK team,where they had fun together with their fans

trying out the wide Gas Gas TXT Racing range in all their different sizes, as well as the Gas Gas Trial Contact
and the small Gas Gas eKids, setting a good example at Hawks Nest.

Finally, this week, we have a brief review of the activities of our competition riders. Now that the Trial and Enduro
World Championships are over, the national calendars are also reaching their end. This is the case of the Spanish
Enduro Championship in Santiago and where Jonathan Barragán and Diogo Ventura finished off the national
with a double victory in E3 and second position scratch for the rider from Madrid, finally sub-champion, and with a
podium position for the Portuguese rider, third in this the last event.

However, the season hasn’t finished for either of them yet as they have been selected by Spain and Portugal to fly
their flags for their respective countries at the Navarra ISDE, from 11th to 16th October. As you all know, this is one
of the events with the highest emotional load for Gas Gas, because not only is it being held on the year of Gas
Gas’ return to the maximum level of competition but also as it is being held in our own country. For these reasons
we can tell you in advance that we are to have a very special presence at this year’s event with assistance for our
riders and also because we are the image of the official poster of the 2016 ISDE!

Jonathan Barragán is to make up part of the Spanish combination in the fight for the trophy; Diogo Ventura will
be fighting for Portugal... And from the other side of the Atlantic, two important names will also be competing for
Gas Gas to go for gold, our official rider for Gas Gas North America, Broc Hepler, is going to do it with the team
carrying the stars and stripes and, from Kelowna, in British Columbia, Megan Leigh Griffiths for Canada in the
women’s class. These are the ones that stand out head and shoulders above a large list of riders, both amateurs and
professionals, who are going to receive assistance from the Gas Gas Factory Pons Team in the greatest of all
international events. We just can’t wait for them to get started!

And to continue on the subject of competition, first let’s look to the United States to give congratulations to Broc
Hepler for his title in the Appalachian Championship Enduro Series after his eighth victory of the season, this time
in the Lumberjack 100. We are stronger than ever, everywhere, and the in the USA too! Well done Broc, well done
Johnny Barber – teammate and team manager- and well done too to the Gas Gas North America team, captained
by Scot Harden.

Once again we return back across the Atlantic back to the old world, specifically Italy, where the riders in the SPEA
Gas Gas FG Italia Team gave us more good news in Torrebelvicino, where Matteo Grattarola achieved his
twenty-first victory in the Italian Championship, becoming Italian Trial Champion foe the seventh time. Yet another
new trophy for Matteo, which is added to the great results from his companion, Gianluca Tournour, third in the
2016 Senior Championship and the Young Mirco Spreafico’s title in TR3 125 cc. Well done squad!

In Germany, the national trial championship has come to an end at Osnabrück. The previous week, Franzi Kadlec,
our official German rider, won a double victory in Schatthausen. And this weekend, he finished of the
Championship in the last event of the Trial ADAC with the champion’s crown on his head. Great work Franzi!

Meanwhile, in the United Kingdom, the riders in the JST Gas Gas UK team also faced the last two events of the
British Trials Championship (BTC) one after the other, first in Morpeth and finally at the Bob McGregor. Tom
Minta won on Saturday and made an impact in the Championship in the Expert Class, followed by his teammate,
Dan Thorpe, in second position.
Jack Peace finished the season with a fresh victory on his Gas Gas TXT 125 Racing, his last race with his faithful
companion this year, a bike which has helped become World Trial125 Champion, Junior European Champion and
British Champion in the A Class. Now with a hat trick of wins in his hands, on Sunday, young Jack got his first ride
on the new Gas Gas TXT 250 Racing in the Expert Class, finishing in a promising eighth place, overtaking his
teammate Sam Haslam and ending up only three dabs from his hero and mentor, Michael Brown, fifth in the Bob
McGregor, followed by Dan Peace, sixth. Sam Haslam and Alexz Wigg were ninth and tenth respectively.

Victory in the Senior Category is still elusive for our bold World Trial2 Champion. Two weeks ago, Jack Price
climbed onto the third step of the podium in the next to last event of the British Trials Championship (BTC), only
two points from the winner. And in that event, in Scotland, he had to make do with second place, a result that makes
it possible for Jack to get a second position in the Championship in the year of his entry into international
competition with the Trial2 title.

So we have to finish our tour of the results, highlighting Sandra Gómez’s victories in the Women’s category and
Marc Riba in TR2, in the Trial de Carnota, in Galicia. A triumph, after which the rider from Centelles, is getting
really close to holding the title of Champion of Spain in TR2, and who will probably win his next event in
Valdemanco, in Madrid.
And so with all this great news, we say farewell until the next edition of our Gas Gas Weekly News. See you at the
Navarra ISDE!
Still riding!
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